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Executive Summary

• Extremists of multiple persuasions – including jihadist supporters of al-Qaeda and Islamic State in Syria and Iraq as well as various extreme right-wing groups – currently use the text-based instant messaging application Telegram as a central coordinating forum for online activity. However, due to Telegram’s new policies, collaboration with law enforcement and other industry partners, and increased enforcement of its terms of service, extremists are beginning to experience significant pressure to their Telegram-based ecosystem.

• Jihadists and far-right extremists online consistently experiment with other text-based instant messaging applications in conjunction with Telegram as potential alternatives. Nevertheless, a full-scale transition to another platform is unlikely in the short-term. In comparison to its competitors, Telegram’s suite of features, familiarity to extremists and ease of use ensure that extremist exploitation of the platform will likely continue despite the company’s new enforcement regimes.

• In conjunction with supporters of extremist groups’ struggles to remain on Telegram, groups attempted to or plan to establish presences on other text-based instant messaging applications. In this regard, six platforms (BCM, Gab Chat, Hoop Messenger, Riot.im, Rocket.Chat and TamTam) drew significant attention from extremist groups during the past two years as potential alternatives to Telegram.

• The following analysis shows that extremists gravitated towards these platforms because of their suites of features, ease of use and host company’s stances on privacy, security and regulation of extremist content.

• Two trends will likely chart the future of extremist exploitation of text-based instant messaging applications:
  • Supporters of extremist groups that established significant presences on Telegram are likely to seek out platforms with highly similar suites of features, affordances and visual layouts to Telegram.
  • Supporters of extremist groups will likely continue efforts to exploit text-based instant messaging platforms that offer decentralised servers and data storage.
  • To counter extremist exploitation of text-based instant messaging applications, joint industry initiatives like the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism may consider grouping text-based instant messaging service providers into individual forums for collaboration and information-sharing. More broadly, researchers, policymakers and practitioners of online counter-extremism should consider adopting a features-centric, as opposed to a platform-centric, approach to evaluating extremist exploitation of digital communications technologies.
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1 Introduction: Extremists, Telegram, and Transition

This report examines the patchwork of online text-based instant messaging applications preferred by jihadist and far-right extremist groups, with a focus on charting their technical affordances and their host companies’ stances on user privacy, security and regulation. To this end, the report analyses six online messaging services (BCM, Gab Chat, Hoop Messenger, Riot.im, Rocket.Chat and TamTam) that have been or may be used in conjunction with Telegram by extremist groups.

Currently, many supporters of various extremist groups are concentrated on the online instant messaging service Telegram, although some are attempting to make inroads to other platforms.¹ Telegram is consistently referred to as the “platform of choice” for jihadists online, most notably supporters of Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (IS), but it has also been continuously popular among extreme right-wing movements.² Analysts and scholars of online extremism, as well as many governments, consider Telegram a stable communications platform for extremist groups of multiple persuasions due to its suite of features, including end-to-end encrypted communications for its users and its guarantees of anonymity and privacy.³ Extremists use Telegram channels and groups as staging grounds for a “multiplatform zeitgeist,” wherein media content is rebroadcast from Telegram onto other messaging platforms and public-facing websites.⁴ However, recent changes to Telegram’s terms of service and privacy policies are weakening the affordances the platform provides to extremist groups. For example, in April 2018, Telegram added Section 8.3 to its privacy policy. The section, a departure from Telegram’s previous moratorium on information sharing with governments, states that “if Telegram receives a court order that confirms you’re a terror suspect, we may disclose your IP address and phone number to the relevant authorities.”⁵ Concurrent with the change in its privacy policy, Telegram also began participating in “Referral Action Days” organised by Europol and individual European Union law enforcement agencies.⁶ During the eleventh referral action day, the scope of Telegram’s participation was merely to observe European law enforcement agencies’ process for detecting and identifying terrorist content.⁷

² Anti-Defamation League, “Telegram: The Latest Safe Haven for White Supremacists”.
³ Clifford and Powell, “Encrypted Extremism”.
⁴ Ibid.
⁵ Ibid.
However, during the sixteenth referral action day in November 2019, Telegram collaborated with Europol and industry partners Google, Twitter and Instagram. Together, the platforms removed a total of 26,000 items of IS propaganda, including accounts, channels, groups, videos and other publications from their sites. Commenting on the action, Belgian federal prosecutor Eric Van Der Sypt claimed that as a result of the mass takedown, IS “was not present on the internet anymore” for the time being.

Despite Van Der Sypt’s initial assessment, extremist groups retained a presence on Telegram after the referral action days. While the operation dealt a temporary blow to IS supporters on Telegram, Global Network on Extremism and Technology analyses found that “a stubborn remnant of its core presence” remained on the service, and “dissemination of both official and unofficial propaganda continues at a steady pace.” IS supporters, the only group known to have been targeted in the effort, quickly synthesised a presence on several alternate online instant messaging platforms. Through decentralisation, IS supporters were able to stay online as “dispersal to these dozen-plus platforms has further decentralized jihadist propaganda dissemination,” but IS has “increased its exposure” by spreading the content across the web. In July 2020, a Europol assessment declared that “efforts to establish an IS presence online are continuing across several platforms, including Telegram.” Officials involved in the Telegram referral action days commented that the efforts were largely focused on IS supporters, leaving other jihadist groups and other violent extremists largely unaffected by the crackdown.

Throughout the takedowns of IS-related content on Telegram, far-right extremist groups sustained their large presence on the platform largely unimpeded by content removal efforts. Yet this dynamic may be slowly changing. This summer, Telegram coordinated mass takedowns of prominent far-right extremist channels and groups on its platform. The platform suspended some of the most violent and caustic right-wing extremist channels, including Terrorwave Refined, a “central hub” for the violent far-right on Telegram, as well as channels connected to the Misanthropic Division and RapeKrieg. Despite the removals, most far-right channels on Telegram were unaffected and administrators of deleted channels continue efforts to post content on the platform. It remains to be seen whether far-right extremists on Telegram will seriously consider the use of another platform or, indeed, whether Telegram’s efforts will continue.

9 Ibid.
14 Amarasingam, “A View from the CT Foxhole.”
2 Text-Based Instant Messaging Applications: Categories of Analysis

A full-scale online extremist withdrawal from Telegram and mass migration to another platform is unlikely in the short term. Nevertheless, there is a need to understand alternative messaging platforms that extremist groups are using in addition to Telegram. Extremists do not make “either/or” decisions about platform usage; they frequently exploit multiple platforms at the same time.\(^\text{19}\) Similar to extremists’ experimentation with Telegram while Twitter and Facebook were still largely hospitable platforms, extremists are likely to experiment with secondary messaging platforms even if Telegram remains hospitable. Furthermore, analysis of these secondary platforms in comparison to Telegram can help demonstrate which types of features in messaging platforms are most attractive to extremist groups. Assuming that Telegram continues expansive and aggressive efforts to remove extremists from their platforms, it is necessary for practitioners to understand secondary platforms to contain second-order effects of takedown campaigns, such as extremist migration to platforms with weaker regulatory atmospheres, augmented affordances for extremists or privacy and security policies that occlude extremist messaging from law enforcement, intelligence or the platforms themselves.

The six platforms highlighted in this analysis obviously do not constitute an exhaustive list of the text-based instant messengers that extremist groups use today. However, they each have grappled with extremist exploitation of their services in recent years; comparison between the platforms can help reveal some of the critical affordances that are important for groups in selecting text-based instant messaging platforms. Specifically, this paper examines five factors for each platform that can determine its overall approach to extremist content: extremist usage, suites of features, user accessibility, privacy and security, and policy/regulatory landscape. Each of these five categories entails several key questions about the use of instant messaging platforms by extremist groups:

- **Extremist usage**: Which types of extremist groups use the platform? When did they begin using the platform? Are they currently using the platform? What is the extent of extremist usage of the platform?

- **Suite of features**: What features does this platform offer? Which of these features distinguish it from its competitors, especially when it comes to extremist (ab)use of the platform?

• **User accessibility:** How easy is it to use the platform? What steps are necessary to create an account and access specific content? What protocols does the system run on? Is the platform subject to disruptions, hacking attempts or other service denial efforts?

• **Privacy and security:** How do the platform’s terms of service address user privacy? Does it offer encryption? Where does it store user data? Which third parties have potential access to user data?

• **Policy/regulatory landscape:** What is the platform’s policy on removing terrorist and extremist content? Does it issue transparency reporting? Where is the platform registered and to which laws on content regulation is it subject? What is its relationship with government requests for user data?

In the final section, the report highlights the features that are most common across these platforms in an attempt to examine which features are most attractive to extremist groups. It also argues in favour of a features-specific, rather than a platform-specific, approach to analysing and countering extremist use of the internet.
3 Extremist Use of Secondary Text-Based Instant Messaging Applications

This section analyses six text-based instant messaging platforms that extremists have exploited or may exploit in the wake of Telegram’s increased enforcement of its terms of service. Six months after the Telegram referral action days, a Europol report found that after a wave of takedowns, IS-affiliated jihadists online “flocked to TamTam and Hoop Messenger” while they tested out “marginal applications, such as the Blockchain messenger BCM, RocketChat and the free software instant messenger Riot.” Their counterparts in other jihadist groups, as well as in extreme right-wing groups, have also launched their own experiments on several of these platforms. In addition to these five platforms, the section analyses one additional platform, Gab Chat, that is currently in development but may be attractive to right-wing extremists due to its affordances and its host company’s legacy.

BCM Messenger

BCM (Because Communication Matters) Messenger was a decentralised messaging application that offered both private chats and group chats for up to 100,000 participants. While the company’s origins are murky, the platform was created by Chinese developers and registered in the British Virgin Islands as a decentralised alternative to the Chinese messaging platform WeChat. Several observers of online extremist media noted that IS supporters increasingly experimented with the application in the wake of the 2019 referral action days. For instance, one of IS’s major affiliate online media networks, Nashir News Agency, established several channels on the platform in December 2019.

BCM distinguished itself from Telegram and other online instant messengers in several ways. First, and most importantly, it operated on a decentralised server model. Unlike other messaging services, which store user information and data on centralised servers controlled by the service provider, BCM and other decentralised platforms distributed the points of the server throughout the user network, allowing each user to store and control access to their own data. While some online instant messengers provide end-to-end encryption for some (but not all) forms of communication or only provide it on request, messages sent through BCM were encrypted by default. Otherwise, BCM was similar to Telegram in its suite of features (private and group chats) and the encryption algorithm it uses.

To create an account in BCM, potential users could simply download the application and register a user ID. Unlike Telegram, a phone number was not required in order to register. Accessing particular groups required a URL link to the content and contacting other users directly required knowing their BCM public key or user ID. BCM was based on a “decentralized infrastructure and application platform” called AME, which is designed on a principle of “zero trust”: “the BCM app does not trust anyone except itself, not even the BCM Server.” Any third party, including the BCM server itself, was unable to decrypt messages sent between users. BCM also offers a cryptocurrency wallet in addition to its instant messaging service, which it still provides despite the shutdown of the messaging service. As a result, some erroneously claimed that the instant messaging service was “blockchain-based,” although only the digital wallet was based on the blockchain.

According to BCM’s privacy policy, the company “will not use or disclose [user data] to any third party without your prior permission.” Its decentralised platform and offer of default end-to-end encryption for all communications made it impossible for the company to decrypt messages between users. As user data is stored by individual nodes in the network, law enforcement request for access to servers would be highly difficult. The company did not issue any guidance on how it planned to address terrorist or extremist content, but a company spokesperson commented that while it would follow laws in local jurisdictions, “under no circumstances will we compromise to any requests to provide decryption and back doors to content monitoring.”

Gab Chat

Gab was established in 2016 as a “free speech alternative” to Twitter; its co-founder, Andrew Torba, alleged a “left-leaning Big Social monopoly” as the main impetus behind creating the platform. It gained notoriety as a coordinating point for far-right extremists online and drew scrutiny when the perpetrator of the October 2018 shooting at the Tree of Life

---
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Synagogue in Pittsburgh was found to have participated in a fringe community of neo-Nazis on the platform. Since that time, several Gab service providers terminated their provision of services to the site. After bouncing between service hosts, Gab has retained over 1,000,000 accounts and a steady community of right-wing extremists.

In late January 2020, Gab announced that it was in the initial stages of rolling out an instant messaging platform similar to Telegram, called Gab Chat. It bills the service as an “encrypted chat messaging service with public and private chat rooms.” Torba claimed that the public chatrooms would, like Telegram, not offer default encryption for all communications, but private chats would be end-to-end encrypted: “encrypted rooms cannot be read by anyone outside of the members in the chatroom, not even Gab.” Moreover, the app for Gab Chat would only be hosted on Gab’s website rather than on popular app stores provided by Google and Apple.

The primary advantage of Gab as a platform for extremists is a guarantee by the company against content moderation and removal. It views the provision of free speech as sacrosanct and prides itself on its policy against censorship. However, “in the event that an unlawful threat is detected on the platform, or we become aware of serious violent off-platform conduct by an individual who may have created an account on our site,” the company will “[cooperate] and [communicate] with federal, local, and state law enforcement frequently … to assist with the interdiction of serious crime.”

Gab Chat is still in beta. However, given the popularity among right-wing extremists of Gab as an alternative to public-facing social media providers like Twitter and Facebook, it is reasonable to expect that some extremist adoption of Gab Chat will occur. This is compounded by the popularity of Telegram and Telegram-like services by right-wing extremists. If Gab Chat provides similar services as Telegram under the Gab banner, far-right extremists may consider it a hospitable online instant messaging platform and attempt to exploit the platform when it is fully functional.

**Hoop Messenger**

Hoop Messenger is an online instant messaging application that, similar to Telegram, provides communication options in the forms of private chats, chatrooms and one-to-many channels. The service is operated by a small company in Canada. In December 2019, following the Europol-coordinated takedown efforts of IS-related media,
several official and unofficial IS and al-Qaeda media outlets set up channels on Hoop Messenger, with some supporters encouraging the use of the platform as a secure alternative to Telegram. 49 Several days later, however, the company removed a large number of IS-related channels on its platform. 50 In late January 2020, a pro-IS media foundation warned its followers against using Hoop Messenger, claiming that it collects extensive personal information from users. 51

Today, a substantial IS presence remains on Hoop Messenger. From some notable IS supporters’ perspectives, it may currently be the most attractive option as a Telegram alternative. In early June 2020, a Nashir News Agency channel on Telegram issued an “urgent” message to its followers that Hoop Messenger would be its primary channel for news dissemination. 52 This announcement came in the wake of continued pressure against pro-IS channels on Telegram. In the days following the announcement, supporters imported a significant number of pro-IS channels from Telegram to Hoop Messenger. 53 The IS-affiliated Electronic Horizons Foundation, responsible for producing content on digital and operational security, issued a manual to its subscribers on how to use Hoop Messenger safely. 54 Despite these efforts, Hoop Messenger responded in turn, launching another campaign to remove pro-IS content from its platform. 55

The feature that distinguishes Hoop Messenger from other instant messaging services is “the Vault”, a password-protected file storage system where users can save chats, photos, videos and other files. Once a user creates a password, all chats and files saved within the Vault are end-to-end encrypted on both the user’s device and the cloud; otherwise, channels and all other chats are not end-to-end encrypted. 56 Users can also create fake passwords for their Vault that when entered, would cause the contents of the Vault to self-destruct. 57 Through the service’s website, users also have the option of remotely deleting their account, which permanently deletes all data on a user’s account and personal data stored on their phone. 58 According to the company, the Vault’s dummy passwords and self-destruction are especially useful when “you enter areas that demand that you hand in your phone … simply delete Hoop and download it again once it is safely back in your hands.” 59

---


50 Ibid.


53 Ibid.


55 Alkhouri, Laith. 2020. “Multiple official and unofficial ISIS channels have been removed from the group’s favorite communications/propaganda platform Hoop Messenger. This, however, has had very little impact on the group’s media distribution as it has created dozens of backup channels early on.” Tweet, 6 August 2020. https://twitter.com/MENAanalyst/status/1291415487453302790.

56 Hoop Messenger. “FAQ.”

57 Ibid.

58 Ibid.

Creating an account in Hoop Messenger requires registration with a phone number and/or email address. Unlike some other platforms, users can create multiple user IDs on the same account. Opt-in is required for chats to receive end-to-end encryption, which can only be done through the Vault, but Hoop Messenger also provides a built-in virtual private network (VPN) browser in its service so users can browse the web from the application without being monitored. The layout and functionality of the platform are similar to Telegram.

Sections 9, 10, and 11 of Hoop Messenger’s terms of service dictate the service’s approach to harmful content. The service prohibits “objectionable behavior and content unacceptable to us,” and notes that the company will remove any content or user account that violates the terms of service. In December 2019, the company clarified that these procedures apply to terrorist content and claimed that the company “will continue shutting down ISIS-related groups” after deleting a significant number of pro-IS channels and chats on the platform. Due to the company’s concerted action against IS-related content and accounts, some supporters appear to have moved away from using Hoop Messenger, issuing warnings against its use. Nevertheless, other IS supporters remain convinced that the platform is its most viable alternative to Telegram.

Riot.im

Riot.im is a decentralised chat application based on the Matrix network. It provides communications in the form of one-to-one chats and groups, some file-sharing functionality and gives users a choice about access control to communications. It was initially designed as an office collaboration platform and structurally resembles other instant messaging applications in that category (e.g. Slack, Twist, Microsoft Teams). During a period of experimentation with decentralised web platforms, IS supporters first started establishing groups on the platform in September 2017, and al-Qaeda and other jihadist supporters followed shortly thereafter. These groups have consistently maintained a presence on the platform since 2017. However, as most supporters elected to store the communications on the company’s public server, there are constant disruptions to jihadist networks on Riot.im servers due to content removal and account removal efforts. Observers of right-wing extremist groups online also note that some prominent right-wing extremist channels on Telegram are also beginning to establish a presence on Riot.im.

60 Ibid.
61 Ibid.
63 @HoopMessenger, 2019. “We will continue shutting down ISIS-related groups. We encourage everyone to send us suspicious channels via email. Since our team is quite small we are relying on the public to help us. If there are any questions please reach out to our team via email or DM.” 5 December 2019. https://twitter.com/HoopMessenger/status/1202698188160811008.
64 MEMRI, “Pro-ISIS Media Foundation Warns ISIS Supporters Against Using Hoop Messenger.”
66 Ibid.
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Due to its foundation on the decentralised Matrix platform, observers of online extremist activity were concerned that Riot.im "could become the next enhanced version of Telegram" if extremists chose to host their own servers.\(^\text{72}\) As an option, Riot.im offers users a choice between storing their communications on the matrix.org public server, on a premium, paid server hosted by the individual user (or their organisation), on other public servers created by Riot.im users or on custom servers.\(^\text{73}\) Thus, while the platform offers decentralised servers, it requires the individual user to opt-in and then manage the server. Regardless of whether communications are stored on a centralised, public server or a decentralised one, users can enable end-to-end encryption for their communications on Riot.im.\(^\text{74}\)

Registering for a Riot.im account requires the creation of a username and password, and users can also elect to provide an email address.\(^\text{75}\) Following account creation, the owner of a chat can change its settings so that only select users can participate, so that only users with a URL link to the chat can access it, or the chat is made public.\(^\text{76}\) Participants can also enable end-to-end encryption for messages.

Riot.im is built on the Matrix platform and its public servers are hosted on Matrix. Both services are based in the United Kingdom.\(^\text{77}\) The relationship between Riot.im and Matrix has notable implications for how extremists perceive privacy and security on the platform. First, extremist users of Riot.im often choose to host communications on the default Matrix public servers, as opposed to creating and managing their own decentralised servers.\(^\text{78}\) This means that their communications are covered by Matrix’s terms of service and subject to strict regulations on extremist online content in the United Kingdom. Matrix’s terms of service prohibit the use of the service “for any unlawful purposes or in support of illegal activities under UK/EU law,” including terrorist content.\(^\text{79}\) The company thus routinely takes down extremist content and accounts from its platforms. When extremist groups host content on decentralised, third-party servers, they often encounter patchy service and independent takedown efforts by small-platform owners.\(^\text{80}\) To date, few extremists have taken the initiative to host Riot.im chats on self-managed servers.\(^\text{81}\)

Rocket.Chat

Rocket.Chat is a decentralised online instant messaging platform that offers its users the ability to host content and communications on their own servers or store material on the public Rocket.Chat server.\(^\text{82}\) Notably, in December 2018, IS’s central media experimented with managing its own server for communications on Rocket.Chat, one of the first attempts by jihadists to take full advantage of decentralised

\(^\text{73}\) Riot.im, “Features”.
\(^\text{74}\) Ibid.
\(^\text{75}\) Ibid.
\(^\text{76}\) Ibid.
\(^\text{78}\) King, “Islamic State Group's Experiments with the Decentralized Web”.
\(^\text{79}\) Riot.im, “Privacy Notice”.
\(^\text{80}\) King, “Islamic State Group's Experiments with the Decentralized Web”.
\(^\text{81}\) Ibid.; Bodo, “Decentralized Terrorism”.
web platforms. IS’s Nashir News Agency hosted several Rocket.Chat channels on a server called Techhaven, whose user guide claimed it was designed to provide “an open forum for discussion, digital privacy and innovation to oppressed users in conflict zones who are targeted for their beliefs by the authoritarian regimes of the West.” Since then, IS and other jihadist groups, including al-Qaeda, have set up channels and groups on Rocket.Chat.

Of the other platforms examined in this report, Rocket.Chat is most similar to Riot.im in that they are messaging platforms initially designed for office workstream collaboration that offer users the choice between centrally administered servers and user-managed, decentralised servers. It is easier to create and manage a server on Rocket.Chat than on Riot.im. Establishing an account on the public Rocket.Chat server or signing up for a privately hosted server requires a username, password and email. Once an account is established, users can directly chat with other users or create public or invitation-only channels. The platform also includes several other unique features that are potentially attractive to extremist groups, including automated translation of posts between languages.

The option to host decentralised servers represents a conundrum for extremist groups. If they choose to host Rocket.Chat communications on the company’s central server, the company can either remove channels that are promoting extremism pursuant to the user code of conduct or, if circumstances apply, the company is “required to disclose your Personal Data if required to do so by law or in response to valid requests by public authorities.” Choosing to host communications on a decentralised server can be time-consuming. It requires some technical expertise and can pose other problems for extremist groups. Three months after Nashir News Agency established its channels on the Techhaven server, the host was targeted by distributed denial of service attacks that rendered most of their Rocket.Chat channels inoperable. Creating a specially designated server to host extremist propaganda can place a digital target on the server’s back. In the event of a successful disruption, extremist groups on decentralised platforms such as Rocket.Chat can be forced to jump from server to server, limiting the utility of the platform as a stable base for propaganda.

TamTam

TamTam is an online instant messenger managed by the Mail.ru Group, the Russian firm that holds the largest share of the Russian-speaking internet and also operates the popular social media platforms Vkontakte and Odnoklassniki. TamTam is almost structurally identical to Telegram in terms of its suite of features. It offers chats, public

84 King, “Islamic State Group’s Experiments with the Decentralized Web”.
85 Flashpoint, “Jihadists Presence Online Decentralizes After Telegram Ban”.
87 Ibid.
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channels, private channels and group chat options.\(^93\) The similarity between Telegram and TamTam is intentional. TamTam was created as a Telegram alternative by the Mail.ru Group during ongoing efforts by Russia’s government to block Telegram IP addresses from the Russian internet.\(^94\) The Mail.ru Group has close ties to the Russian government and is allegedly more willing to accede to Russian law enforcement requests for user information than its counterpart.\(^95\)

Supporters of IS established a sizable number of channels and groups on TamTam following the December 2019 Europol-coordinated action on Telegram.\(^96\) TamTam quickly acted against the uptick in IS-related content.\(^97\) A company spokesperson told Vice News that TamTam is “strongly against the presence of any sort of content by terrorist organizations on our platform” and called on users to report content and accounts promoting terrorist groups.\(^98\) After TamTam’s purge, jihadist groups began cautioning their followers not to use the platform.\(^99\) For instance, in February 2020, a group of English-speaking IS supporters named “Lions of Tawheed” posted on Rocket.Chat that “the Russian government has access to all TamTam accounts … protect yourself by removing TamTam from your phone or computer. Use secure applications like Riot, Rocket.Chat and Telegram.”\(^100\)

TamTam requires users to follow the same procedures as Telegram for creating an account and accessing content. It offers the same suite of features as Telegram, including options for one-to-one chats, one-to-many channels and large group chats.\(^101\) Users can make chats and channels publicly accessible or privately accessible through invitation.\(^102\) TamTam’s similarities to Telegram extend even to its domain name. Telegram’s shortened hyperlinks are accessed through the domain name t.me; TamTam’s use tt.me.\(^103\) The company actively promotes its interoperability with Telegram on the Russian market by openly advertising how similar it is to Telegram on popular Russian Telegram channels.\(^104\)

The major difference between Telegram and TamTam is in the area of privacy and security. TamTam is registered in the Russian Federation and its data policy is “processed in accordance with the laws of the Russian Federation.”\(^105\) This means that TamTam, unlike Telegram, actively adheres to the Russian law that requires service providers to grant backdoor access to the Federal Security Service (FSB), the main law enforcement agency in the Russian Federation.\(^106\) While it purports to offer encryption, experts believe that it may have handed over copies of TamTam encryption keys to the FSB.\(^107\) TamTam’s license
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agreement explicitly prohibits users from “[propagating] extremism, terrorism, excite [sic] hostility based on racial, ethnical or national identity” or publishing “information of extremist nature.” It is reasonable to assume that while IS supporters attempted to exploit TamTam in the wake of the 2019 Europol referral action days, they chose TamTam because of its similarity to Telegram as opposed to its privacy and security features.

**Figure 1: Comparison of Text-Based Instant Messaging Platforms used by Extremist Groups**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Extremist usage</th>
<th>Country of registration</th>
<th>Suite of features</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Policy/regulatory environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Telegram | Jihadist (IS, al-Qaeda), Far-Right | British Virgin Islands/ United Arab Emirates | • One-to-one chats  
• Group chats  
• Public and private chats | • End-to-end encryption for one-to-one chats  
• Account/data self-destruct | • Will remove “terrorist” public content (bots and public channels)  
• If ordered by a court, will provide user information to law enforcement agencies in terrorism-related cases |
| BCM*     | Jihadist (IS)   | British Virgin Islands  | • One-to-one chats  
• Group chats | • End-to-end encryption  
• Account/data self-destruct  
• Decentralised server option | • No known policy on extremist content removal or moderation  
• No third-party disclosure of user data to law enforcement |
| Gab Chat** | Far-Right   | United States of America  | • One-to-one chats  
• Group chats | • End-to-end encryption on device  
• Message deletion on server after 30 days | • “ Offensive” and “ hateful” speech not grounds for content removal, only “illegal content and activity”  
• Will cooperate with US government on lawful requests for user data during investigation, not other governments or third parties |
| Hoop Messenger | Jihadist (IS, al-Qaeda) | Canada  | • One-to-one chats  
• Group chats  
• Public and private channels | • End-to-end encryption on all chats and files in password-protected “Vault”  
• Remote deletion of accounts and content in the Vault | • Company “will remove Content that we find, in our sole discretion, unlawful, obscene, offensive, threatening, libellous, defamatory or otherwise objectionable” |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Extremist usage</th>
<th>Country of registration</th>
<th>Suite of features</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Policy/regulatory environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Riot.im</td>
<td>Jihadist (IS, al-Qaeda), Far-Right</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>• One-to-one chats</td>
<td>• End-to-end encryption enabled by user</td>
<td>• Company can remove content on public servers supporting “any unlawful purposes or in support of illegal activities under UK/EU law”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Group chats</td>
<td>• Decentralised server option</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocket. Chat</td>
<td>Jihadist (IS, al-Qaeda)</td>
<td>United States of America/ Brazil</td>
<td>• One-to-one chats</td>
<td>• End-to-end encryption enabled by user</td>
<td>• Company is “required to disclose your Personal Data if required to do so by law or in response to valid requests by public authorities”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Group chats</td>
<td>• Public and private channels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TamTam</td>
<td>Jihadist (IS, al-Qaeda)</td>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>• One-to-one chats</td>
<td>“Encryption” (unclear protocol)</td>
<td>• Company prohibits propagating “extremism, terrorism, excite [sic] hostility based on racial, ethnical or national identity” or publishing “information of extremist nature”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Group chats</td>
<td></td>
<td>• “Users’ data shall be processed in accordance with the laws of the Russian Federation,” which entails mandatory disclosure of information and encryption keys to Russian law enforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Public and private channels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Service discontinued, February 2020
** Currently in beta
4 Analysis: The Extremist Adoption Curve for Text-Based Instant Messaging Applications

Extremists’ experimentation with text-based online instant messaging services is an important facet of their efforts to adopt emerging technology. In the wake of difficulties on Telegram, extremist adoption of secondary messaging applications generally follows what Daveed Gartenstein-Ross, Matt Shear and David Jones have referred to as the “violent non-state actor (VNSA) technology adoption curve.” In the initial stages of early adoption, extremists make (usually failed) attempts to harness emergent technology. In the iteration stage, they begin to improve their ability to use the technology, while new products come onto the market that aid their endeavours. After iteration, extremist groups may experience a breakthrough – landing on a particular method for using the technology that greatly augments their strategies. However, extremist groups inevitably face competition in the form of governments’ and service providers’ responses. Significant competition can restart the adoption curve, this time for substitutes to the original technology as extremist groups are forced to experiment with the early adoption of new technologies.

The breakthrough that extremists achieved in the 2015–17 period with the use of Telegram is arguably transitioning into the competition stage. During the past year, Telegram, in conjunction with government agencies, began to contest extremist use of the platform significantly. This caused extremists of several variants to restart the early adoption stage for the use of several Telegram substitutes. With the VNSA technology adoption curve as a guide, we can assess that most current efforts by extremist groups to find a sustainable and secure alternative to Telegram have been unsuccessful. Yet extremist groups have an established track record of quick organisational learning when it comes to adopting new social media platforms. With the emergence of increasingly stable instant messaging platforms offering new privacy and security features, extremists making the jump from Telegram to a secondary instant messenger raises questions of “when” and “which”, not “if.”
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Different groups of extremists will likely transition away from Telegram at different times, as they currently face disparate competition on the platform. The measures in effect against extremists on Telegram from the company and governments, from content and account takedowns to monitoring efforts, largely focus on IS supporters. Meanwhile, supporters of other extremist groups, including far-right extremists and other jihadist groups, face limited contestation and therefore less incentive to move away from the platform. For this reason, IS supporters will likely continue to drive efforts to experiment with emergent instant messaging platforms as wholesale alternatives to Telegram. However, if Telegram begins substantial crackdowns on other types of extremist activity on its platform, a wider range of jihadists and extreme right-wing groups may follow suit.

A preliminary assessment based on the platforms listed above can highlight some of the features that extremist groups may be looking for in adopting Telegram substitutes. Notable similarities and trends appear within this group of instant messaging applications that extremist groups have adopted in the wake of increased competition on Telegram. First, many offer very similar communication options and layouts to Telegram. It is no coincidence that in the days following the Europol referral action days, one of the first platforms on which IS supporters established a following was TamTam. The application is a near carbon copy of Telegram, even advertising itself as such. Despite negligible security and privacy features, it instantly attracted extremist Telegram users because of its similarity to the platform. In the early stages of finding a Telegram substitute, similarity to Telegram was considered an advantage for extremist groups because supporters could quickly adapt to the new platform, ensuring ease of use and familiarity.

The analysis above also shows that extremist groups are increasingly experimenting with instant messaging platforms that offer decentralised servers and data storage. So far, most groups seem to have not taken full advantage of the option to decentralise data storage while using such platforms as BCM, Riot.im, or Rocket.Chat. Managing independent servers for these platforms can be time-consuming, resource-intensive and – as the Nashir News Agency found when it attempted to establish a decentralised Rocket.Chat server for its propaganda channels – create additional targets for governments, competitors and independent hackers. Initial rollouts of these platforms and rudimentary extremist efforts to exploit them face glitches, service denials and other technological issues. However, new platforms, like ZeroNet, Matrix and others, are making decentralised server-hosting much easier for consumers, which will inevitably make these platforms more accessible to extremist groups.
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Nevertheless, an instant messaging platform built on the decentralised web may be a good candidate as an application to replace Telegram, especially if it becomes readily available to extremists and easy to use. Lorand Bodo writes that “the decentralized web seems to be the next logical step not only for IS, but also for other (violent) extremists online trying to evade authorities and take-downs.”\textsuperscript{123} The motivation for adopting decentralised web platforms is simple: extremists online face threats both from governments attempting to surveil, identify and interdict potential terrorists and from tech providers attempting to eliminate the presence of extreme propaganda on their platforms.\textsuperscript{124} Through Telegram and other services, extremists are now adept at using privacy-maximising services like end-to-end encryption, but face an uphill battle in maintaining network resilience on platforms.\textsuperscript{125} If groups are able to store data on their own servers, this in effect would mitigate the effect of tech companies’ content removal efforts by creating an independent, decentralised storage network outside the grasp of service providers.\textsuperscript{126}
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5 Recommendations: Towards a Features-Centric Approach to Online Extremism

The prevalence of Telegram-like messengers and decentralised applications within the chat apps exploited by extremists in the wake of increased competition on Telegram underscores that applications’ suites of features are critically important for adoption. In turn, it behoves online counter-extremism policy to shift away from focusing on specific platforms or applications and instead adopt a features-centric approach to extremists’ exploitation of digital communications technologies. Research and policymaker attention is intensely focused on a select number of “problem” platforms – in recent years, Twitter and Telegram – while it ignores a broader ecosystem of online extremist communications. This dynamic plays out in online targeted action raids like the Europol referral action days, which have led some policymakers to frame content removal on specific platforms as total victories against online extremism. As this paper demonstrates, the resultant decentralisation of platform use can circumvent the positive effects of these operations.

Overall, a features-centric approach would benefit online counter-extremism by matching policy responses to the ways that extremists conceptualise their use of the internet. Additionally, by focusing on countering extremist exploitation of features as opposed to platforms, service providers can more easily find kindred companies to share responses and innovation. Data from multiple studies of specific platforms suggest that extremists gravitated towards these applications not because of brand name or legitimacy but because of the features offered.

In response to extremist exploitation of the internet, European and American policymakers with regulatory authority tend to single out particular platforms and target them with regulatory pressure, targeted disincentives and ultimatums. In some cases, these actions may be necessary. Unfortunately, there exist platforms with incredibly poor track records with regard to online extremism due to failure to enforce terms of service, severe capacity gaps, poor regulatory environments or even biases towards particular extremist groups that prevent them from action. Singling out these platforms is necessary for regulatory enforcement. However, widespread extremist exploitation also occurs on platforms that, despite good-faith efforts to moderate and/or remove content, are attractive to extremists because of their suites...
of features or their reach into mass audiences. A features-centric approach that evaluates extremists’ exploitation of specific affordances across platforms would help policymakers distinguish between platforms with governance and moderation issues, which may respond well to pressure, and those that are simply attractive to extremists for their features, which may not.

For online counter-extremism bodies such as the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT), grouping similar platforms together could help partners tailor overarching, holistic objectives ofcountering extremism to specific features shared among the platforms. Ali Fisher, Nico Prucha and Emily Winterbotham write that “focusing on the multiplatform communication paradigm rather than individual platforms is key to the future development of a next-generation approach to online disruption.” Sharing of best practices, responses and ideas between platforms offering similar features, such as file-sharing platforms, instant messengers or social media sites, allows for improved collaboration and innovation. This can augment existing information-sharing, such as URL hash-sharing databases, by allowing various platforms to trace the spread of extremist content from one platform to another.

Finally, and most importantly, greater collaboration among platforms with similar features can serve as an early warning system for extremists transitioning between platforms. As an example, an instant messaging platform that is linked into an information-sharing consortium with other platforms has a direct channel to notify others when it is planning aggressive action to take down extremist content and networks on its platform. The other instant messaging platforms, receiving advanced notification that extremists may consider shifting to their services as a result, can proactively prepare responses. The potential for service providers to disrupt the process of extremist adoption of new platforms in the early iteration stage could severely hamper how quickly and easily extremists establish launching points on new platforms.

As the GIFCT expands membership to new companies in the coming years, it should consider combining its current broad-based avenues for collaboration with more limited working groups that gather specific categories of service providers together. While this paper shows that this model of collaboration could be useful for instant messaging platforms, more research and experimentation could determine whether other types of service providers, such as social media, file-sharing or e-commerce could benefit from features-specific groupings within GIFCT. By taking the lead, this approach within GIFCT could also guide policymakers and researchers towards carefully evaluating the role of suites of features in extremist adaptation, tailoring their policy responses and research to include broader swaths of the online extremist ecosystem. In sum, the features-specific paradigm could assist technology companies, policymakers, practitioners and researchers to flatten the curve of extremist adaptation of digital communications technologies.
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Policy Landscape

This section is authored by Armida van Rij and Lucy Thomas, both Research Associates at the Policy Institute based at King’s College London. It provides an overview of the relevant policy landscape for this report.

Introduction

Terrorists’ use and abuse of the internet has long challenged policymakers, law enforcement agencies and technology companies alike. On the one hand, there are the very public cases of misuse of technology: the live streaming of a terrorist attack in New Zealand is a prime example. But another potential problem is terrorists or terrorist organisations using private messaging applications to plan and recruit for their activities. The use of end-to-end encrypted messaging apps has grown among terrorist organisations, precisely because they offer a private means of communications, not easily accessible by law enforcement agencies. This problem has grown in recent years for the messaging app Telegram, but also for newer alternatives to Telegram, as terrorists seek out alternatives to hide from law enforcement.

This report will set out some of the key challenges facing national governments in tackling end-to-end encrypted messaging apps. For nine countries, it will set out key legislation and stakeholders and the challenges policymakers face when seeking to prevent the misuse of messaging apps, as well as the challenges law enforcement faces during its investigations because of the encryption. It will also discuss the challenges posed by the move towards decentralised messaging platforms and possible approaches to governing them.

IM Applications and CVE: Addressing the Challenges and Assessing New Developments

Canada

The Canadian government’s counterterrorism and counter-radicalism strategy is expansive, encompassing traditional intelligence and security agency activities, engagement with civil society, collaborative initiatives with industry and community-focused policing. Its strategy, as laid out in its National Strategy on Countering Radicalization to Violence, has three main strands of direction: to develop counter-messaging with civil society, to support countering violent extremism (CVE) research and to partner with international initiatives and tech companies.132

Canada has perhaps the most developed counter-messaging and civil-society-focused strategy of all the jurisdictions under review here. Extreme Dialogue is a counter-messaging initiative between the Canadian government and the Institute of Strategic Dialogue. The project provides educational resources to practitioners and young people through films that illustrate the negative impact of extremism. The Canada Centre for Community Engagement and Prevention of Violence houses a number of community-based interventions to counter radicalisation to violence. In Calgary, for instance, the ReDirect programme works with the Calgary Police Service and the City of Calgary Community & Neighborhood Services, as well as health and social services agencies to intervene in the early stages of radicalisation. ReDirect employs a range of strategies including referral, education and providing advice for individuals seeking a way to leave a violent extremist group.

In terms of supporting CVE research, in 2019 Canada commissioned Tech Against Terrorism, an international UN-sponsored initiative that works with the global tech industry, to develop a Terrorist Content Analytics Platform (TCAP), a database that hosts verified terrorist material and content from existing datasets and open sources. The platform has the ability to act as a live alert facility for smaller internet platforms who may not have the capacity or resources to comply with regulatory efforts to take down malicious and extremist content.

Lastly, Canada is party to a range of international and cross-sector initiatives. Following the Christchurch mosque attacks in March 2019, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau joined the Christchurch Call to Action, a joint commitment between governments and the tech industry to “eliminate terrorist and violent extremist content online.” Alongside co-sponsoring technical developments to help track and take down extremist content – such as the GIFCT hash database – the call to action also commits governments to support frameworks, capacity-building and awareness-raising activities in order to prevent the use of online services to disseminate terrorist and violent extremist content.

**European Commission**

Within Europol sits the European Counter Terrorism Centre (ECTC), established following the 2015 attack on the staff of satirical magazine *Charlie Hebdo* in Paris, as proposed in the European Commission’s European Agenda on Security. The purpose of the ECTC is to “improve the exchange of information and the operational support to Member States’ investigators”. The Commission also launched the EU Internet Forum in 2015, which brings together governments, Europol and technology and social media firms to ensure illegal content is taken down as quickly as possible.
The European Commission recognises that it is not only the big
technology firms that are used and abused by terrorist organisations,
but also smaller providers who offer “different types of hosting
services”.\textsuperscript{140} Secure encryption and accessing private data has proven
a challenge for law enforcement during investigations.

Europol has launched several big operations to remove IS and
IS-affiliated users from Telegram. Over the course of several days in
November 2019, Europol took down a total of 5,055 accounts and
bots, compared to a daily average of 200 to 300 account takedowns
at other times.\textsuperscript{141} In December 2018, 3,276 accounts were taken down
in a single day, according to Telegram, and Europol had another such
day earlier that year in April.\textsuperscript{142} While these single events significantly
disrupt IS operations, it is unlikely to have a lasting impact unless
clampdown efforts are consistent.

In parallel to these clampdown days, a collaboration between Telegram
and Europol has also resulted in strengthened content referral tools,
whereby any user is able to refer content they deem inappropriate
through the referral feature in groups and channels.\textsuperscript{143}

France

Together with Germany, France has called on the European
Commission to regulate encrypted messaging apps as a way to help
tackle terrorism.\textsuperscript{144} Specifically, Matthias Fekl, while he was French
minister of the interior, requested that the police have the same level
of access to online and technology operators as they have to demand
information from telecommunications companies.\textsuperscript{145}

As a result of pressure from France and Germany, the European
Commission is proposing it alters the EU’s ePrivacy Regulation,
effectively allowing national government to sidestep specific privacy
safeguards if national security is threatened – but that does not include
regulating encryption.\textsuperscript{146} The challenge facing national law enforcement
agencies is the lack of legal tools to force technology companies
to hand over encrypted data.\textsuperscript{147} However, since the publication in
January 2017 of the European Commission’s proposals, negotiations
at council level have stalled and remain so under the German
presidency of the EU.\textsuperscript{148}
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In France, encryption providers are currently required to “enter into agreements with the government to facilitate access to data they encrypt or face fines”.149 In parallel, the prime minister’s office has the power to “ban encryption services that fail to meet their legal obligations”.150

Ghana

Since Ghana has very little experience of terror attacks – there have been only 21 incidents with 23 fatalities since 1970151 – the Ghanaian government has not developed a robust governance framework for violent extremism online.152

Unlike Ghana, nearby West African neighbour Nigeria has struggled with major terrorist attacks for years. Groups such as Boko Haram and Islamic State West Africa Province have launched notorious attacks such as the kidnapping of female students in April 2014153 and the January 2015 massacres, both in Borno state.154 Boko Haram has begun to utilise social media platforms to produce propaganda and to recruit new members to its cause. The group mostly uses traditional social media platforms, such as Twitter, Facebook and YouTube, to post photos of soldiers, publicise beheadings and kidnappings, and spread anti-government messaging in an effort to recruit.155 However, in recent years, Boko Haram has begun to use encrypted instant messaging apps such as Telegram to release propaganda material and denounce other groups.156 In response to the growth of terrorism in the country, the Nigerian government in 2013 intensified its anti-terror laws and governance. As well as strengthening state counter-terrorism institutions, the government can now detain and prosecute terror suspects and issue the death penalty to those found to have committed or planning to commit a terrorist act.157

In terms of regulating Telegram and its alternatives, therefore, Ghana’s regional neighbour has opted for a traditional, state-centric and top-down mode of governance. This form of governance centre around legislative measures, with less emphasis on cross-sector initiatives or engagement with civil society. Furthermore, state-centric governance has proved to result in unintended dangerous outcomes, for example government shutdowns of the internet or governmental use of social media to suppress political dissent.158 Governments in Africa have exploited a legacy of violent colonial laws, historically used to violate freedoms against citizenry, to “[legitimise many … attempts
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to make extra-legal demands of the private sector.” Social media platforms and internet service providers have had to respond to extra-legal government shutdown demands, raising concerns about censorship and violating freedom of expression.

Civil society groups and journalists have expressed concern around Ghana’s future as regards to regulation of the internet and social media platforms. For instance, the Ghanaian police chief announced a possible social media shutdown ahead of the country’s 2016 elections (thankfully abortive). Additionally, generous freedom of expression laws in Ghana leave digital spaces open to abuses, such as hate speech and cyberbullying (particularly of women). Calls for tighter regulation of social media platforms, therefore, are growing.

In response to these calls, Ghana passed a Right to Information Bill in 2019, which guarantees access to information held by public institutions. The Bill signals that the Ghanaian government wants to handle digital rights with transparency and accountability, and find a balance between protecting users from harm and protecting users’ free speech. Nevertheless, the Ghanaian government could broaden its CVE strategy to engage and co-produce responses with civil society and community groups.

Japan

The Japanese government’s counter-terrorism efforts are starkly divided between what it perceives as foreign and domestic terrorist activities. With this split institutional responsibility comes two different approaches to countering violent extremism online.

In terms of domestic threats, such as those posed by the Tokyo 2021 Olympic Games or the Japanese far right, the state response is largely coordinated by law enforcement agencies. Cold War-era communist subversion activities have influenced the way in which Japan handles domestic threats: prefectural police (overseen by the National Police Agency) and the Public Security Intelligence Agency (Japan’s national intelligence agency) spearhead intelligence gathering and counter-terrorism efforts on Japanese soil.

Domestic counter-terrorism activities, therefore, are centred around policing and traditional security architectures. Given its propensity for innovative technological developments, Japan has forged ahead with artificial intelligence-led solutions, including large-scale facial
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These solutions suggest a governance model centred around early detection and prevention, operationalised through traditional police and security tactics.

To shore up these efforts, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe pushed through an anti-terror bill in mid-2017 described by Japan’s opposition leader as “brutal.” The legislation criminalises planning to commit over 270 “serious crimes”, including sit-in protests and music copyright infringements, and its enforcement extends to social media. Civil rights activists and civil society groups are deeply concerned by the bill, given its broad remit and the power it grants to surveil and police online activity.

As regards international counter-terrorism efforts, Japan’s approach diverges from its domestic emphasis on criminalisation. Japan’s overseas counter-terrorism efforts are regional, capacity-building and cooperative. More specifically, many of its CVE efforts form part of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), which issued a set of declaratory statements that commit signatories to “prevent, disrupt and combat international terrorism through information exchange, intelligence sharing and capacity building,” establishing a precedent for regional cooperation to counter violent extremism and terrorism.

Japan has twice hosted the annual ASEAN-Japan Counter Terrorism Dialogue, as well as engaging in bilateral talks with a range of global actors. In late 2019, Japan and the UK held discussions on “the current situation of international terrorism, domestic measures to counter terrorism, and also on current counter-terrorism capacity building cooperation particularly in third [sp.] countries.”

Combatting extremists’ use of Telegram and its alternatives in Japan is likely to follow this joint approach: an outward-facing strategy of regional cooperation and agenda-setting, with a domestic operationalisation based on traditional security, policing and surveillance activities.
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New Zealand

Released in February 2020, New Zealand’s overarching counter-terrorism strategy shows that governance of countering violent extremism online involves the coordination of manifold agencies and bodies. Similar to Canada (above), these bodies range from the Cabinet External Relations and Security Committee to police, intelligence and security communications agencies, as well as foreign affairs, trade, defence, transport, innovation and development agencies.

New Zealand has garnered international attention for its leadership in cross-country and cross-sector initiatives. Most notably, in the aftermath of the Christchurch mosque shootings in March 2019, the governments of New Zealand and France brought together a coalition of heads of state with social media and technology companies under the Christchurch Call to Eliminate Terrorist and Violence Extremist Content Online. Signatories to the call are committed to enforce laws that prohibit the dissemination of terrorist and violent extremist content online, yet also respect freedom of expression and privacy concerns. The countries also work to support frameworks, capacity-building and awareness-raising activities in order to prevent the use of online services to disseminate terrorist and violent extremist content.

The Christchurch Call also commits companies, including Amazon, Facebook, Google, Twitter, Facebook and YouTube, to greater industry standards of accountability and transparency. The companies must enforce their community standards and terms of services by prioritising content moderation and removal actions, and identifying content in real-time for review and assessment. Collectively, the countries and companies are developing efforts with civil society to promote community-led activities in order to intervene in the processes of online radicalisation.

The call also acted as the vehicle through which the GIFCT was overhauled. As part of the overhaul, GIFCT’s remit expanded to include a suite of preventative, response and educational activities in the effort to counter violent extremism online.

New Zealand’s efforts to co-sponsor a range of cross-sector global initiatives showcase a more horizontal approach to governing extremists’ use of tech platforms. The approach encompasses conventional security and intelligence structures as well as initiatives that bring together practitioners, academia, policymakers and tech leaders to formulate responses to emerging violent extremist threats online.

176 See: https://www.christchurchcall.com/
The United Kingdom's approach to combating extremist use of online platforms follows a traditional mode of governance that centres on state institutions. The central institution responsible for counter-terrorism legislation is the Home Office, which also coordinates with the Government Communications Headquarters, the country's security and intelligence organisation. The Home Office has also created collaborative bodies with other government institutions (most often the Department for Digital, Culture, Media, and Sport) and Parliament, such as the UK Council for Internet Safety, the National Counter Terrorism Security Office and the Commission on Countering Extremism.178

Similar to Japan's (above), the UK has a two-pronged approach to countering violent extremism online. The first track of activity is centred around regulation of social media and technology platforms. The government’s Online Harms White Paper, published in April 2019, set out a comprehensive case for greater national regulation of social media.179 Under this new regulatory framework, social media and technology companies will bear a new statutory duty of care to their users, enforceable via Ofcom, the UK’s regulatory body for communications. Ofcom will subject platforms to financial and technical penalties – websites could be blocked at ISP level and fined up to 4% of their global turnover – for non-compliance with the framework and violations of the statutory duty of care.180 At the time of writing, the Online Harms Bill, the legislative operationalisation of the White Paper, has been delayed for several years.181

The second approach pursued by the UK is focused on conventional policing, security and intelligence institutions, buttressed by counter-terrorism legislation and strong public support. In Spring 2020, Parliament introduced new proposed counter-terrorism legislation that targets suspects of terrorist activities. Under the new legislation, suspects “who have not been convicted of any offense could potentially face expanded and increased surveillance measures.”182 These surveillance measures would no longer be subject to a two-year cap. Additionally, terrorism prevention and investigation measures (known as Tpims), including mandatory relocation, electronic monitoring tagging, exclusion from specific places and limits on travel, association, financial services and the use of communications, will now be easier to impose under the proposed reduced burden of proof.183

These stricter counter-terrorism measures come after attacks at Fishmongers’ Hall in the City of London in November 2019 and on Streatham High Road in February 2020,184 as public opinion supported
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tougher legislation. Given this permissive zeitgeist, approaches to countering violent extremism online, particularly the use of applications such as Telegram and its alternatives, may turn away from a regulatory approach and towards a law enforcement one. Under the proposed bill, the burden of proof for subjecting a citizen to Tpims will be reduced to “reasonable grounds.” It remains unclear whether the use of applications such as Telegram and other decentralised and encrypted text-based instant messaging applications to access or spread extremist content will count towards such reasonable grounds.

**UN Counter-Terrorism Committee Executive Directorate**

The UN General Assembly unanimously adopted the United Nations Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy in 2006. Since then, the Security Council has adopted a number of resolutions focused on tackling terrorism that require Member States to fully cooperate in the fight against terrorism. Resolutions 1373 (2001) and 1566 (2004) “require legislative action to be taken by all Member States to combat terrorism, including through increased cooperation with other governments.” Resolution 1963 (2010) recognises the increased use of the internet by terrorists for terrorist purposes.

Tackling terrorist organisations’ use of decentralised platforms poses challenges for law enforcement agencies. These platforms do not require any intermediary to send and receive messages, making the tracking of (suspected) terrorists very difficult.

The UN has called for national governments to provide a “clear legal basis for the obligations on private sector parties” under which technology companies and platforms should cooperate with law enforcement authorities during investigations.

**United States**

The USA’s policy approach to combating the misuse of tech platforms can be described as irregular. In terms of state institutions involved, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the Department of Justice, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the National Counter Terrorism Center, the National Security Council and Congress, among others, are at the forefront of the response. A range of methods have been tried: “counter messaging, awareness briefings, partnerships, and legislation.”
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One such method was co-sponsorship of global cross-sector initiatives. The USA’s Counter-Terrorism Strategy commits itself to working with business and industry to combat terrorist recruitment, fundraising and radicalisation processes online. In terms of cross-country initiatives, the USA works with initiatives such as Tech Against Terrorism and the Global Counterterrorism Forum, which relies on partnership with other signatories, civil society and the tech sector to craft medium- and long-term approaches to countering violent extremism online.

More broadly, the Obama administration launched the Countering Violent Extremism Task Force in 2011, in order to “unify the domestic CVE effort.” The Task Force is intended to bring together practitioners from the bodies listed above in order to coordinate engagement with civil society, develop intervention models, invest in research and cultivate communications and digital strategies. Given the USA’s previous sporadic efforts, a unified approach to countering violent extremism online would bolster efforts to combat the misuse of platforms such as Telegram.

However, in early 2017, President Trump considered restructuring the Task Force to remove white supremacist terrorism from its remit, renaming the programme the ‘Countering Radical Islamic Extremism.’ Furthermore, a budget unveiled in Spring 2017 cut all funding to countering violent extremism programmes. By late October 2018, the Task Force had shuttered: funding expired and “staff members returned to their home agencies and departments.”

Trump’s actions reveal a deep hostility towards CVE efforts generally, but specifically those aimed at community outreach and engagement with local civil society and those targeting far-right and white supremacist terrorism. For instance, one of the recipients of DHS funding was Life After Hate, an initiative that works with individuals to help them to leave white supremacist and neo-Nazi groups. Removing funding and curtailing remit to exclude white supremacy from the USA’s efforts can be understood as a flagrant signal that the Trump administration will not act against white supremacist and racist terrorist actions.

This development has grave significance for combating the use of Telegram and other encrypted and decentralised instant messaging applications. As Bennett Clifford shows above, many of these platforms are utilised by far-right groups to coordinate activities. If governmental responses to these platforms is proven to now be “politically motivated and dangerous,” we can reasonably look upon the future of CVE with worry. The final line of defence against exploitation of these platforms will be increased pressure upon their founders to comply with law enforcement and court orders, an approach that will surely prove to be too little, too late.
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Towards a Decentralised Mode of Governance for Decentralised Platforms?

In the report above, Bennett Clifford warns of the increasing move that Telegram-like applications are making towards decentralised server-hosting. This feature, emerging with the advent of Web 2.0, would allow users to communicate directly with one another, bypassing centralised services provided by corporations such as Google, Amazon, Microsoft and Facebook. The decentralised model “reverses the current data ownership model,” so that users will have full access and ownership over their own data.

Government-owned centralised service provision provides ample opportunity for abuse, surveillance and censorship. For instance, the Indian government imposed the world’s longest internet shutdown in Kashmir as part of India’s decades-long anti-Muslim violence and atrocities. The shutdown, lasting 192 days, is part of a broader, worrying attitude towards digital rights in India: the communications and information technology minister has questioned citizens’ right to the internet, announcing that “While right of internet is important, security of the country is equally important … Can we deny [that] the internet is abused by terrorists?”

Similarly, corporations have been known to misuse users’ data. In 2018, political consulting firm Cambridge Analytica harvested millions of Facebook users’ personal data for political advertising. The data breach, the largest in Facebook’s history, was utilised by presidential candidate Donald Trump in 2016 in order to micro-target Facebook users identified as swing voters. Since users’ data is centralised on Facebook servers, the platform can monetise, surveil and misuse billions of peoples’ sensitive and personal information.

A decentralised internet model, while safeguarding data by keeping it out of reach, also poses its own challenges. In particular, decentralised and encrypted instant messaging apps, including Telegram and its alternatives, can provide a safe haven for extremist content. As Clifford writes above, a decentralised server-hosting feature on emerging platforms “will inevitably make these platforms more accessible to extremist groups.” A decentralised platform can far more easily evade surveillance and intervention from both self-regulating platforms and law enforcement orders, since data will no longer be in their hands.

Combating the exploitation and misuse of decentralised instant messaging platforms raises urgent and challenging questions around
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governance. How should governments and corporations respond to extremist use of a decentralised internet? How can users’ rights to privacy and freedom of expression be balanced against users’ exploitation of platforms to spread propaganda and misinformation, recruit to their causes and plan terrorist attacks?

Within current modes of governance, there are three possible routes, each broadly tied to a stage along a linear radicalisation process.

The first approach – early prevention – aims to intervene in the early stages of radicalisation to stop people from engaging with terrorist content. In terms of Telegram-like applications, an early prevention approach would work to prevent people from seeking to engage with extremist content, groups and channels on the platform. The benefit of this approach is that it mitigates resource-heavy policing of the platform and weakens the online presence of extremists while keeping users’ freedom of expression and privacy rights intact.

However, early prevention programmes are themselves mired in other ethical, political and legal challenges. Perhaps the most notorious early prevention programme is the UK Home Office’s Prevent Strategy, introduced in 2003. The strategy targets “individuals who are vulnerable to recruitment”, particularly within institutions such as the NHS, schools, universities and other local communities and civil society groups. Prevent has been criticised since its inception by civil liberties groups: Shami Chakrabarti, then-Director of Liberty, a prominent civil rights group, named Prevent as “the biggest spying programme in Britain in modern times”, since the intelligence gathered on so-called vulnerable individuals includes political and religious views, mental health information and sexual activity. Prevent overwhelmingly targets British Muslims, shoring up Islamophobia and conflating “legitimate political resistance among young British Muslims” with “indications of violent extremism”.

The second mode of governance focuses on disengagement and counter-messaging. Individuals who are already accessing and consuming extremist content online can be targeted with counter-narratives to offer “credible alternative interpretations of the world and directions for agency and action to those being circulated by violent extremist groups” through the reaffirmation of tolerance, openness, freedom and democracy. For instant messaging platforms like Telegram, this could involve the infiltration of channels and groups to post alternative narratives in the hopes of diverting some individuals away from radicalisation.

Counter-messaging has potential, but government-led strategic communications have been largely ineffective, and had negative unintended consequences. The US Department of State’s Think
Again Turn Away programme, which disseminated counter-messaging material and engaged in disputes on Twitter with IS and pro-IS accounts produced backlash and ire. Research undertaken by Demos found that European counter-speech pages on Facebook attracted low levels of overall engagement. Government-backed strategic communication initiatives lack credibility due to the so-called “say-do” gap, whereby the violent extremist message is reinforced through the presentation of the gap between the values governments promote and their actions.

As a consequence, subsequent efforts at counter-messaging initiatives online often de-emphasise governmental involvement and are led by industry. Google and its parent company, Alphabet, have pioneered the use of the “content redirect method”, which targets individuals browsing IS content online and redirects them to curated videos on YouTube that counter VE messaging. The curated video content exposes vulnerable and radicalised individuals to narratives that emphasise values such as tolerance, diversity and inclusivity. Alphabet’s flagship programme for the content redirect method is Moonshot CVE, which runs counter-messaging campaigns in over twenty-eight countries in fifteen languages. The US-based Anti-Defamation League has teamed up with Moonshot CVE to counter white supremacist and jihadist activity online.

While Moonshot CVE’s efforts have potential to disrupt the radicalisation journey, industry-led solutions to deep sociopolitical problems have their own challenges. Moonshot CVE, as an independent company, is beyond the reach of government or civil society oversight or accountability. The company discloses only high-level data as regards its operations and it is not clear how and why the redirected is selected. Since Google owns Moonshot CVE, it could be argued that the programme directs individuals to other Google-owned products, such as YouTube, simply to maximise engagement on the platform.

The third mode of governance – regulation of platforms – comes towards the end of the radicalisation process. In the report above, Clifford describes the efforts by law enforcement to pressurise platforms such as Telegram to comply with court orders for suspected terrorist activity. For instance, on page 5, Clifford described the Europol referral action days, which successfully resulted in Telegram updating its privacy policy to include a clause which states that the platform may share user data with the authorities for identification purposes in cases of suspected extremist content. Other platforms detailed in the report above have collaborated to greater and lesser extents with governments and law enforcement agencies to combat the proliferation of extremist content.
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The challenge in this mode of governance is that policymakers and law enforcement agencies are engaged in ‘whack-a-mole’ regulatory efforts: once a platform agrees to collaborate with court orders, another alternative platform springs up in its place to offer safeguarded privacy to users. As the report above concludes, “With the emergence of increasingly stable instant messaging platforms offering new privacy and security features, extremists making the jump from Telegram to a secondary instant messenger raises questions of ‘when’ and ‘which’, not ‘if’.”

A features-centric approach to combating online extremism, as outlined in the final pages of the report above, opens up the possibility of a new form of governance beyond the three approaches described here. Each of the modes above relies upon vertical, top-down governance, often via state institutions resting upon legislative justification. Early prevention, counter-messaging and regulation each subscribe to a ‘command-and-control’ governance structure in which entities (governments, corporations, law enforcement agencies, intelligence agencies) create and direct policy downwards.

A decentralised web, defined by the features it offers to users, could necessitate a more decentralised mode of governance. In place of a vertical governance structure, a horizontal approach to policymaking that mimics the structure of a decentralised internet could be effective. Cross-sector initiatives, such as an expanded GIFCT as Clifford describes on page 26 above, which brings together a wider suite of service providers along with policymakers and academic experts, is a good example of a more decentralised approach.

A previous report by GNET, *Artificial Intelligence and Countering Violent Extremism*, recommended that an independent regulatory body could be highly effective in moderating harmful content online. Co-regulation between civil society, government, industry and service providers, overseen by a cross-national and independent body, enshrines a more horizontal and inclusive mode of CVE governance. This body could indeed be structured around features of decentralised platforms and violent extremist content online, as Clifford suggests above, in order to “proactively prepare responses … [and] disrupt the process of extremist adoption of new platforms.” Such a decentralised mode of governance could provide to be highly effective in adapting to and meeting the challenges of a shift towards a decentralised internet.
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